The College of Education’s HPER-Outdoor Program has finished up its first year at Delta State University. This program made an impact on student, staff, and faculty choices for wellness and recreation opportunities. The DSU-OP mission:

The Delta State University Outdoor Program is an inclusive, outdoor recreation/education program, striving to enhance, inspire, and empower university students, faculty, staff and community members of the Mississippi Delta.

The DSU-OP has three core values: Empower, Inspire, and Enhance.

This year **83** students, staff, and faculty:
- Participated in - Rock Climbing, Kayaking, Rafting, Downhill Skiing/Snowboarding, Mountain Biking, Camping, and Canoeing.
- Traveled* – 11,576 miles, 186 hours, 14 States

*Travel in DSU Van and Commercial Airline combined

To ALL that made the DSU-OP a success:

“THANK YOU”

If you have ideas or comments on how this program can be better, please contact me. Todd Davis – 4570